Luxury Shoe Brand Rebecca Allen Launches at Nordstrom
June 3, 2021
As we continue to grow our partnerships and improve the representation of diverse vendors and brands, we are excited to launch luxury shoe brand, Rebecca Allen, on Nordstrom.com. The Rebecca Allen collection caters to Black and Brown women and features three styles of nude footwear in inclusive shades, ensuring no one is left out.
Founder of the label, Rebecca Allen, served as an investment management Vice President at Goldman Sacks before launching the brand in 2018. As a professional wearing business attire, finding the perfect shoe that could stay under her desk and seamlessly blend into her wardrobe had always proved difficult. Understanding that this was a common theme for other women of color, she set out to create a brand that made Black and brown women its focal point, not an afterthought. As a result, she launched Rebecca Allen Inc. with multiple shades of 100%, cushion insole, leather pumps to do just that.

"We're thrilled to be partnering with such an iconic brand as Nordstrom," says founder and CEO Rebecca Allen. She continues, "Our brand was founded to offer sophisticated footwear solutions to a community of women who have long been overlooked by this industry. Thanks to our partners at Nordstrom, we'll now be able to reach that customer on a larger scale, supporting her on her journey to success every step of the way."
The brand offers three timeless styles: The Skim ($150), a pointed-toe flat; The New Pump ($165), and The Two Strap ($178), a sophisticated sandal to carry women through their day in comfort and with confidence. Rebecca remains committed to the brand's ethos, always keeping quality and affordability top of mind in order to maintain her brand's inclusive nature. As such, each product is thoughtfully crafted in Brazil—made in small batches, with only the highest quality materials, to ensure durability and less waste.
Customers can shop the collection on Nordstrom.com and in select stores this summer.

